14 July 2016

CHINLINK INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
(HKSE Stock Code: 0997)
Chinlink Participated in “Cooking for the Community” Volunteer Activity
Prepared Hot Meal Boxes with Edible Surplus Food to Spread Love to the Singleton Elderlies

[14 July 2016 - Hong Kong] Chinlink International Holdings Limited (“Chinlink”, HKSE Stock Code:
0997) and its subsidiaries (collectively the “Group”) sponsored and participated in “Cooking for the
Community” volunteer activity organized by Food Angel in the afternoon on 14 July, 2016. Chinlink
prepared hot meal boxes with edible surplus food and delivered to singleton elderlies, promoting
messages of food cherishing and mutual help.

Established in 2011, Food Angel is the first food rescue and food assistance program launched by Bo
Charity Foundation with a mission of “Waste Not, Hunger Not”. Food Angel strives to assist the
underprivileged communities in the society, with a long-term goal of educating the next generation.
According to the figure from Food Angel, 3,600 tonnes of food were disposed in Hong Kong every
day, however, one-third of elderlies in Hong Kong were unable to support their living due to poverty
and struggled to meet basic nutritional needs. Therefore throughout the years, Food Angel rescues
edible surplus food from different sectors of the food industry. Following strict safety protocols, the
rescued food items will then be prepared as nutritious hot meals in the central kitchens and
redistributed to serve the underprivileged communities in Hong Kong. So far, Food Angel has
delivered more than 2.3 million hot meal boxes.

On the event day, Chinlink Corporate Volunteer Service Team gathered at the Food Angel central
kitchen located in Chai Wan to prepare the hot meal boxes. Volunteers helped in chopping vegetables,
opening cans and packing hot meal boxes. The volunteers and staff of Food Angel then delivered the
hot meal boxes to the singleton elderlies of Harmony Garden Lutheran Centre for the Elderly of Hong

Kong Lutheran Social Service. The elderlies were delighted when receiving the hot meal boxes and
expressed their appreciation to the volunteers. The volunteers tasted the hot meal boxes and shared
their experience. Some volunteers said they learned to cherish food and were more aware of the daily
needs and problems faced by the grass-root elderlies in Hong Kong through interacting with Food
Angel’s staff and the beneficiaries.

Mr. Siu Wai Yip, Executive Director of Chinlink, said, “A seemingly ordinary hot meal box actually
contains countless care and support from the community. First initiated by Food Angel collecting
edible surplus food from catering industry, then our volunteers prepared and delivered the hot meal
boxes, the elderlies could feel the love within. Chinlink is dedicated in cultivating corporate culture of
helpfulness by encouraging our staff to care and serve the community. Apart from promoting voluntary
services, the Group hopes to convey the message of resources conservation and waste reduction to
our staff and general public through the collaboration with Food Angel, thus contributing sustainable
development of the society.”

Chinlink Corporate Volunteer Service Team prepared
hot meal boxes with edible surplus food at the central kitchen of Food Angel located in Chai Wan.
– End –

About Chinlink International Holdings Limited
Chinlink International Holdings Limited is a listed company on the Main Board of Hong Kong Stock
Exchange (Stock Code: 0997). Chinlink is an alternative finance service provider integrating logistics
services into finance services to offer a comprehensive and unique financing platform, optimizing the
supply chain cash flow and efficiency for the small and medium-sized enterprises in China and Hong
Kong. For business particulars, please visit www.chinlinkint.com.
About Food Angel
Food Angel is a food rescue and food assistance program launched in 2011 by Bo Charity Foundation
with the mission of "WASTE NOT, HUNGER NOT." The program rescues edible surplus food from
different sectors of the food industry that would otherwise be disposed of as waste. Following strict
safety protocols, the rescued food items will then be prepared as nutritious hot meals in our central
kitchen and be redistributed to serve the underprivileged communities in Hong Kong.
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